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Abstract

Understanding the molecular basis of within and between species phenotypic variation is one of the main goals of Biology. In

Drosophila, most of the work regarding this issue has been performed in D. melanogaster, but other distantly related species

must also be studied to verify the generality of the findings obtained for this species. Here, we make the case for D. americana, a

species of the virilis group of Drosophila that has been diverging from the model species, D. melanogaster, for approximately 40 Myr.

To determine the suitability of this species for such studies, polymorphism and recombination estimates are presented for D.

americana based on the largest nucleotide sequence polymorphism data set so far analyzed (more than 100 data sets) for this

species. Thepolymorphismestimatesarealsocomparedwith thoseobtained fromthecomparisonof thegenomeassemblyof twoD.

americana strains (H5andW11)here reported.Asanexampleof thegeneralutilityof these resources,weperformapreliminary study

on themolecularbasisof lifespandifferences inD.americana. First,weshowthat thereare lifespandifferencesbetweenD.americana

populations from different regions of the distribution range. Then, we perform five F2 association experiments using markers for 21

candidate genes previously identified in D. melanogaster. Significant associations are found between polymorphism at two genes

(hep and Lim3) and lifespan. For the F2 association study involving the two sequenced strains (H5 and W11), we identify amino acid

differences at Lim3 and Hep that could be responsible for the observed changes in lifespan. For both genes, no large gene expression

differences were observed between the two strains.
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Introduction

Understanding the molecular basis of within- and between-

species phenotypic variation is one of the main goals of

Biology, but in Drosophila, it has been determined in a few

cases only (Catania et al. 2004; Schlenke and Begun 2004;

Aminetzach 2005; Pool and Aquadro 2007; Bono et al. 2008;

Fry et al. 2008; Matzkin 2008). Moreover, most of the work

regarding this issue has been done in model species, such as

D. melanogaster and closely related species. Therefore, it is

unclear to what extent what is known for model species can

be generalized to other nonmodel species. It should be noted

that even within a single genus, such as Drosophila, cases of

lineage-specific adaptive evolution have been found (Barbash

et al. 2004; Presgraves and Stephan 2007; Bachtrog 2008;

Llopart and Comeron 2008; Morales-Hojas et al. 2009), and

this could be an indication that the genetic basis of phenotypic

variation might be different in distantly related Drosophila

groups. Moreover, genes that have been reported as harbor-

ing variability that explains within species phenotypic variation
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in D. melanogaster, have been found to be missing in distantly

related Drosophila species (Reis et al. 2011).

Ideally, the Drosophila species to be chosen for the needed

comparative studies should have the following features: be

distantly related to D. melanogaster, be easy to collect

across the entire range of the distribution and easy to maintain

in the laboratory, present a large amount of genotypic and

phenotypic variation, show evidence for a large amount of

historical recombination, little evidence of population subdivi-

sion or chromosomal polymorphisms, and have at least one

genome available.

Several Drosophila species are likely suitable for the needed

comparative work but here, we make the case for D. amer-

icana that belongs to the virilis group of species (Drosophila

subgenus). Although different age estimates have been ob-

tained for the divergence of the Drosophila and Sophophora

(to which D. melanogaster belongs) subgenera, recent work

using a relaxed molecular clock, multiple calibration points,

multiple genes, and many species suggests a divergence

time of approximately 40 Myr (see Morales-Hojas and Vieira

[2012] for a detailed discussion on the age of the two sub-

genera). Drosophila virilis, a species that has been diverging

from D. americana for approximately 4.1 Myr (Morales-Hojas

et al. 2011) has its genome already sequenced (Drosophila 12

Genomes et al. 2007). This species is native to the eastern

Palearctic and Oriental realms (Alexander 1976), and thus,

this is where most phenotypic and genotypic variation

should be found (Vieira and Charlesworth 1999). Only a

few wild-caught D. virilis individuals from these realms are,

however, available.

Drosophila americana is native to the United States where it

has been independently evolving for approximately 1 Myr

(Caletka and McAllister 2004; Morales-Hojas et al. 2008).

This species is widely distributed, across the Central and

Eastern regions of the United States from the South (Texas

to the states around the Gulf of Mexico) to the North of the

country (from Montana to Maine) (Patterson and Stone 1952).

This species can be easily collected along the margins of

marshes, lakes, and rivers, especially those where there is a

high density of Salix species (Throckmorton 1982), and in

recent years, several articles were published using hundreds

of wild-caught D. americana individuals from different popu-

lations (Vieira et al. 2001; McAllister 2002; McAllister et al.

2008; Reis et al. 2008).

Drosophila americana is thought to present a large amount

of genotypic variation, low levels of population structure and a

stable historical population size (Schäfer et al. 2006; Morales-

Hojas et al. 2008). The phenotypic variation of this species

regarding ecologically relevant traits is already being explored

(Wittkopp et al. 2011; Reis et al. 2011).

Polymorphic chromosomal rearrangements can be prob-

lematic when performing association studies (one of the

main tools when addressing the molecular basis of phenotypic

variation), because they may create linkage disequilibrium

over large physical distances, and thus, in principle it is best

to choose a species without chromosomal polymorphism. In

D. americana, however, there is one chromosomal fusion

and six inversions with estimated frequency higher than 5%

(X/4 fusion, Xc, 2b, 4a, 4b, 5a, and 5b, on Muller’s elements

A/B, A, E, B, B, C, and C, respectively [Hsu 1952]).

Extensive sampling across the D. americana distribution

range has shown that the X/4 fusion is present as a shallow

cline being frequent in the north of the geographic distribu-

tion and almost absent in the south of the distribution (Vieira

et al. 2001; McAllister 2002; McAllister et al. 2008). The X/4

fusion is no more than 29,000 years old (Vieira et al. 2006)

and arose on a Xc-inverted chromosome (Vieira et al. 2001,

2006; McAllister 2002). The Xc inversion is in between 0.27

and 1.6 Myr old (Hsu 1952; Spicer and Bell 2002; Caletka and

McAllister 2004; Vieira et al. 2006; Morales-Hojas et al. 2008,

2011). It should be noted that, according to Hsu (1952),

97.5% of the X/4 fusion chromosomes harbor the Xc inver-

sion, whereas only 7.5% of the nonfusion chromosomes

show the Xc inversion. To have a stable X/4 fusion–Xc gradi-

ent, at the molecular level, the selection target(s) must be

completely associated with the X/4–Xc chromosomal

arrangement.

The frequency of the polymorphic 2b, 4a, 4b, 5a, and 5b

inversions is different in the north and south of the distri-

bution. It should be noted that 84.5% of 4a inversion chro-

mosomes show the 4b inversion, whereas only 3.2% of

4b-inverted chromosomes do not show the 4a inversion

(Hsu 1952). There is no physical overlap between inversions

5a and 5b but the two inversions are never found on the same

chromosome, although a large number of individuals from the

center of the D. americana distribution show both inversions

(Hsu 1952). There are no chromosomes without both 5a and

5b (Hsu 1952).

Molecular markers are available for the X/4 fusion, and 4ab

and 5b inversions (Vieira et al. 2001; Evans et al. 2007; Reis

et al. 2008, 2011). Perfect markers could be developed for 4a

and 5a inversions because the breakpoints of these inversions

have been determined at the molecular level (Evans et al.

2007; Fonseca et al. 2012). Therefore, if needed, individuals

(or strains) can be easily surveyed for their karyotype before

using them in association studies.

To show that D. americana is suitable for comparative stud-

ies on the molecular basis of phenotypic variation, in the first

sections of this article, we provide the most detailed estimates

for this species, regarding polymorphism levels and patterns,

based on 110 nucleotide gene sequence data sets (including

34 new data sets), as well as, on genome data for two

D. americana strains genomes. The D. americana genomes

here reported are the first ones for this species. Moreover,

we provide the most detailed estimate for the historical re-

combination rate for this species, based on the 110 nucleotide

gene sequence data sets here analyzed. Finally, to show that

D. americana presents a large amount of phenotypic variation,

Fonseca et al. GBE
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and that the genome data here made available can greatly

speed up the research on the molecular basis of phenotypic

variation, we perform a preliminary study on the molecular

basis of lifespan differences in D. americana. We show signif-

icant differences in lifespan between different D. americana

populations and perform five F2 association studies for life-

span, using 21 candidate genes. For the two genes showing

an association with lifespan (hep and Lim3), we address

whether large differences in expression levels and/or amino

acid differences could explain the observed lifespan

differences.

Materials and Methods

Polymorphism and Recombination Analyses Based on
Multiple Individuals

For the 34 new gene sequence data sets, genomic DNA of

wild-caught D. americana males, previously characterized for

the presence of the Xc inversion and X/4 fusion using molec-

ular markers (see Reis et al. [2008] for details) was used for

polymerase chain reaction (PCR) amplification. The amplifica-

tion products were isolated from a 1.2–1.5% agarose gel

using the QIAEXII Gel Extraction Kit (QIAGEN, CA, USA).

Then, they were cloned using the TOPO-TA Cloning Kit for

Sequencing from Invitrogen (Invitrogen, Spain). DNA sequenc-

ing was performed with the ABI PRISM BigDye cycle-sequenc-

ing kit version 1.1 (Perkin Elmer, CA, USA), using the universal

primers for the priming sites present in the vector arms.

Sequencing runs were performed by STAB VIDA (Lisbon,

Portugal). For each individual, at least three colonies were an-

alyzed to correct for possible PCR errors. For each gene, the

primers, PCR amplification conditions used, as well as, acces-

sion numbers for the new DNA sequences, can be found in

supplementary table S1, Supplementary Material online. The

remaining 76 data sets are from previous studies on D. amer-

icana (Hilton and Hey 1996; McAllister and Charlesworth

1999; McAllister and McVean 2000; Vieira et al. 2001,

2003, 2006; Begun and Whitley 2002; McAllister 2003;

Maside et al. 2004; McAllister and Evans 2006; Evans et al.

2007; Morales-Hojas et al. 2008, 2009; Betancourt et al. 2009;

Wittkopp et al. 2009, 2011; Reis et al. 2011). Polymorphism (p
and y values) estimates were obtained using the DnaSP soft-

ware (Librado and Rozas 2009). The average polymorphism

data set is 967-bp long (the median is 823 bp).

Maximum likelihood estimates of polymorphism and re-

combination levels were obtained using LAMARCK version

2.1.6 (http://evolution.gs.washington.edu/lamarc/index.html,

last accessed March 26, 2013; Kuhner 2009) under models

assuming constant population size and models allowing for

population size changes. Gene conversion tracts were identi-

fied using the method of Betran et al. (1997), as implemented

in DnaSP (Librado and Rozas 2009). The number of fixed,

shared, and polymorphic mutations in one chromosomal

background that are monomorphic in the other chromosomal

background were also obtained using DnaSP.

Genome Sequencing

Genomic DNA was isolated using the Qiagen DNeasy Blood

and Tissue Kit (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany) according to the

manufacturer’s instructions. Illumina paired-end libraries

were generated following the instructions of the Illumina

Paired-End Sample Preparation protocol. For the isofemale

strain H5 established using a single inseminated female col-

lected in 2004 at Lake Hurricane, Mississippi, two libraries with

different fragment sizes (220 and 480 bp) were generated for

paired-end sequencing, while for the isofemale strain W11

established using a single inseminated female collected in

2004 at Lake Wappapelo, Missouri, only a single library (frag-

ment size 280 bp) was used for paired-end sequencing. Each

of the libraries was run on a single GAIIx lane using the paired-

end read (2� 101 bp) protocol. Cluster generation and

sequencing were performed using the Illumina Paired-End

Cluster Generation Kit version 4 and the Sequencing Kit ver-

sion 4 according to the manufacturer’s instructions.

Using D. virilis as a reference, the inferred (using chromo-

somal inversion molecular markers) basic chromosomal for-

mula for the two sequenced D. americana strains is Xabc,

2a, 3, 5a, and 6 (Muller’s elements A, E, D, C and F, respec-

tively) (Fonseca et al. 2012). Inversions Xa, Xb, and 2a are fixed

between D. virilis and D. americana (Hsu 1952). Inversion Xa

occurred in the virilis lineage (Fonseca et al. 2012) and not in

the americana lineage as originally reported (Hsu 1952).

Assembly of the D. americana Genomes

We started with approximately 180 million reads produced

from 3 paired-end sequencing libraries with insert sizes of

approximately 220, 280, and 480 bp, encompassing a total

of approximately 18 GB of sequence with an average read

length of 100 bp. Reads with an average read quality below

10 were discarded (�4% of the total). There is no evidence for

contamination with bacterial DNA in the assembled genomes.

A de novo assembly of each strain was performed inde-

pendently using Abyss version 1.2.6 (Simpson et al. 2009). The

resulting contigs were scaffolded using SSPACE (Boetzer et al.

2011) and Minimus2 (Sommer et al. 2007). Small scaffolds

with less than 200 bp were discarded. Finally, using the

D. virilis genome (release 1.2, February 2010) as a reference,

the scaffolds were clustered into the six Muller’s elements and

then ordered and oriented using Mauve (Rissman et al. 2009;

Darling et al. 2010). When the contigs/scaffolds of known

position are used, the mean coverage for strains H5 and

W11 is 75� and 60�, respectively. These numbers were es-

timated by mapping back the reads to the assemblies using

the Bowtie aligner (Langmead et al. 2009). The SAM file pro-

duced by Bowtie was processed using SAM tools (Li et al.

2009) to obtain the mean coverage of the positions covered

D. americana Molecular Basis of Phenotypic Variation GBE
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by reads. The alignments generated by Mauve were edited

and used to estimate polymorphism and divergence values

between D. americana and D. virilis along chromosomes

using Variscan (Vilella et al. 2005).

Lifespan

To determine the average lifespan of D. americana flies from

different regions of the species range, the lifespan of a single

male and a single virgin female from the following 65 isofe-

male strains was used: (from the very north of the distribution:

O27, O28, O29, O30, O31, O32, O33, O34, O35, O36, O37,

O38, O39, O40, O42, O43, O45, O47, O50, O53, O57, O61,

O62, O64, O66, O67, and O69; from the center of the distri-

bution: HI1, HI13, HI14, HI15, HI18, HI23, HI25, HI27, HI29,

W4, W10, W11, W18, W23, W25, W26, W27, W28, W29,

W33, W36, W37, W42, and W46 [see Reis et al. {2008} for

details]; from the very south of the distribution: CB05.08,

CB05.10, CB05.20, CB05.22, CI05.02, CI05.28, CI05.30,

CI05.36, RB10.10, RB10.12, RB10.14, RB10.16, RB10.20,

and RB10.22; the strains from the south of the distribution

have been donated by Bryant McAllister from Iowa University;

details can be found at http://www.biology.uiowa.edu/mcal

lister/bfm_flies.html, last accessed March 26, 2013). The O

strains have been collected in 2008, the HI and W strains in

2004, the CB and CI in 2005 and the RB strains in 2010 (see

Reis et al. [2008] and http://www.biology.uiowa.edu/mcallis

ter/bfm_flies.html, last accessed March 26, 2013 for details).

Single individuals were kept in a vial containing standard food

(10% [mass/volume] yeast, 4% [mass/volume] wheat flour,

8% [mass/volume] sugar, 0.4% [mass/volume] salt diet, 1%

agar [mass/volume], and 0.5% propionic acid [volume/

volume]), at 25 �C constant temperature.

To gain further insight into the differences found between

D. americana populations, we first crossed a male and a virgin

female from the same strain (for both O57 and W29) to

ensure that, by typing these individuals with molecular mar-

kers, we knew the karyotype of all the progeny that is used in

the crosses we set up. According to molecular markers, the

O57 individuals used show the D. americana polymorphic

chromosome rearrangements X/4 fusion, Xc, 4ab, and 5b in-

versions (Muller’s elements A/B, A, B and C, respectively),

while the W29 individuals used only show the 5a inversion

(Muller’s element C). To synchronize the whole experiment, at

the F1 generation, brother–sister mating, as well as, crosses

between a single O57 male and a single W29 female, and a

single O57 female and a single W29 male were performed.

Approximately 50 males and 50 females were collected from

each cross, in a total of approximately 400 individuals. Single

flies were kept in individual flasks containing standard me-

dium. All flies were checked every 2 days and the vials were

changed every week (25 �C) and every 2 weeks (18 �C) until

they were dead. These experiments were performed in climate

chambers both at 18 and 25 �C (400 individuals for each

temperature tested) with cycles of 12 h of light and 12 h

of dark to address how temperature influences lifespan.

Summary statistics and nonparametric association tests were

performed using the software SPSS Statistics version 17.0

(SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA).

Likelihood Tests of Selection

The random-sites models implemented in the PAML software

(Yang 2007) have been used. The likelihoods estimated using

neutral (M7) and positive selection (M8) models were com-

pared using a Likelihood Ratio Test. For 46 lifespan candidate

genes (Paaby and Schmidt 2009), we attempted to retrieve

sequences from the 12 publicly available annotated

Drosophila species (D. melanogaster, D. simulans, D. sechellia,

D. yakuba, D. erecta, D. ananassae, D. persimilis, D. pseu-

doobscura, D. willistoni, D. grimshawi, D. mojavensis, and

D. virilis) from Flybase (http://flybase.org/, last accessed

March 26, 2013), although this was not always possible due

to nonannotation, missannotation and unclear orthology. The

phylogenetic trees used as input in the codeml analysis were

estimated using MrBayes (Ronquist and Huelsenbeck 2003).

The GTR model of sequence evolution was used, allowing for

among-site rate variation and a proportion of invariable sites.

Third codon positions are allowed to have a gamma distribu-

tion shape parameter that is different from that of first and

second codon positions. Two simultaneous and completely

independent analyzes, starting from random trees, were run

for 500,000 generations (each with one cold and three heated

chains). Samples were taken every 100th generation. The first

1,250 samples were discarded (burn-in).

Genotype-Phenotype Association Studies

Five isofemale strains (H5 from Lake Hurricane, Mississippi,

originally collected in 2004; W11, W29, and W46 from Lake

Wappapelo, Missouri, originally collected in 2004; and O57

from Fremont, Nebraska, originally collected in 2008) were

used to establish five crosses (F0) between a single male and

a single female (H5<�W11,; W11<�W46,; W29<�
O57,; O57<�H5,; and W46<�W29,). These strains

were selected, because they were established with flies orig-

inated from distinct regions of the distribution, and present

different chromosome arrangements. After mass breeding be-

tween F1 males and females, for each cross, approximately

100 F2 males were individually collected in single vials af-

ter eclosion and maintained at 25 �C under 12 h of light and

12 h of dark cycles, until they were dead. Vials were checked

every 2 days and changed every week. Based on the genome

information on D. americana strains H5 and W11, markers

were developed for a set of 21 lifespan candidate genes.

For each gene, information on the primers, restriction

enzymes, PCR amplification conditions used, as well as,

the single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) that was typed

can be found in supplementary table S2, Supplementary
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Material online. Genotype–phenotype associations were

tested using nonparametric tests as implemented in SPSS Sta-

tistics version 17.0 (SPSS Inc.,Chicago, IL, USA). The sequential

Bonferroni correction for multiple testing has been used.

Using the same software, linear regression analyses (including

a constant) were performed, to estimate the amount of phe-

notypic variation explained by variation in candidate genes.

Gene Expression Analyses

Expression levels for genes showing a statistically significant

association after Bonferroni correction in the H5<�W11,
cross were determined in sets of three male individuals 0,

10, 30, and 60 days old from strains H5 and W11, to account

for the possibility that gene expression changes are observed

in some adult stages only. These sets of three individuals were

maintained in single vials at 25 �C, under 12 h of light and 12 h

of dark cycles and food vials were changed every week until

they have reached the age required to perform the experi-

ments. For both hep and Lim3, differences in expression levels

are apparently highest at day 0 (see Results). To verify whether

the differences are statistically significant, the expression levels

of both genes were determined separately in three male indi-

viduals 0 day old from strains H5 and W11.

Living individuals were frozen in liquid nitrogen and total

RNA was extracted from each set of individuals using TRIzol

Reagent (Invitrogen, Spain) according to the manufacturer’s

instructions and treated with DNase I (RNase-Free) (Ambion,

Portugal). cDNA was synthesized by reverse transcription with

SuperScript III First-Strand Synthesis SuperMix for quantitative

reverse transcriptase-PCR (qRT-PCR) (Invitrogen, Spain) using

random primers. Reactions where template was not added,

and reactions with RNA that was not reverse transcribed were

performed to confirm the absence of genomic DNA

contamination.

Highly efficient specific primers (supplementary table S3,

Supplementary Material online) were used to perform qRT-

PCR experiments using the synthesized cDNA and every ex-

periment was performed in duplicate. Amplification efficiency

of each primer pair was checked with serial dilutions of cDNA

(data not shown). qRT-PCR was performed with the iQ SYBR

Green Supermix (Bio-Rad, Portugal) according to the manu-

facturer’s instructions in a Bio-Rad iCycler with the following

program: 3 min at 95 �C; 40 cycles of 30 s at 94 �C, 30 s at

56 �C and 30 s at 72 �C followed by a standard melting curve.

The endogenous Ribosomal protein L32 (RpL32) was used as

the reference gene. Fold change in expression was calculated

using the 2���CT method (Livak and Schmittgen 2001).

Results

Characterization of Levels and Patterns of Nucleotide
Variation Using Gene Sequences

Species with high polymorphism levels are best suited for com-

parative studies on the molecular basis of phenotypic

variation. Therefore, to address the suitability of D. americana

as a species for comparative studies on the molecular basis of

phenotypic variation, we first characterize levels and patterns

of nucleotide variation across its genome, using both nucleo-

tide sequence data from many unrelated individuals (fig. 1 and

supplementary table S4, Supplementary Material online), as

well as, the genome sequence data of two unrelated strains

(discussed later).

When using nucleotide sequence data from many unre-

lated individuals, regions that were a priori predicted to

have different polymorphism values than the average, such

as, the base of the X chromosome (Muller’s element A) (Vieira

et al. 2006) or regions influenced by chromosomal inversions

(Evans et al. 2007) were treated separately. Levels of synony-

mous and intron variability are similar (nonparametric sign

test; P> 0.05), whereas silent and nonsynonymous variability

levels are statistically different (nonparametric sign test;

P<0.001). On average silent site variability levels are 13.1

times higher than nonsynonymous site variability levels.

For chromosome 3 (Muller’s element D), 20 sequence sets

from genes equally spaced along the chromosome are now

available. It should be noted that this chromosome shows

almost no inversion polymorphism (only one polymorphic in-

version with an estimated frequency lower than 1% [Hsu

1952]) that could affect polymorphism levels. For this chro-

mosome, the average level of silent site diversity is 1.876%

(supplementary table S4, Supplementary Material online). The

effective population size (Ne) of a species is proportional to the

level of intraspecific neutral or nearly neutral polymorphism,

and thus Ne can be estimated if the mutation rate is known

(Kimura 1985; Ohta 1992). On the other hand, the mutation

rate can be estimated from per site silent divergence values

between species, if the divergence time and the number of

generations per year are known. For chromosome 3 genes,

the average per site silent site divergence (with Jukes–Cantor

correction) between D. americana and D. virilis is 0.08705

(data not shown; the two species have been diverging for

4.1 Myr [Morales-Hojas et al. 2011]). When using D. ameri-

cana flies from the south of the distribution, at 25 �C, the

average of the minimum time of egg to adult is 16.8 days

(Vieira J., Reis M., Vieira C.P., unpublished data). Moreover, in

this species, at 25 �C, it takes at least four additional days to

fully develop the ovaries (Vieira J., Reis M., Vieira C.P., unpub-

lished). Therefore, the minimum generation time for this spe-

cies is 21 days. In the south of the distribution, given the

monthly average temperatures, there are likely 6 months

when breeding conditions are adequate. Thus, it is conceiv-

able that in the south of the distribution there are at least eight

generations every year. Therefore, the mutation rate is esti-

mated to be 1.3� 10�9 (0.08705/[2�4.1�10�6
�8]) per

site and per year, under the assumption of equal mutations

rates in the virilis and americana lineages. This mutation rate is

similar to previous estimates for D. virilis (0.9–1.4�10�9 per

site and per year [Vieira and Charlesworth 1999]) and D.
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melanogaster (2�10�9 per site and per year [Aquadro et al.

1994]). The inferred D. americana effective population size is

thus 3.6 million individuals. This is the geometric average of

the D. americana historical effective population size over a

time period on the order of 4Ne generations (Kimura 1985;

Ohta 1992), and thus, in this species, levels of variability likely

reflect its history over a period of more than 1 Myr, that is,

approximately the time D. americana has been independently

evolving (Caletka and McAllister 2004; Morales-Hojas et al.

2008).

Unexpectedly, given that the effective population size of

the X chromosome should be three-fourth of that inferred for

autosomes (Kimura 1985; Ohta 1992), levels of polymorphism

are similar at the 3rd chromosome and X chromosome regions

unaffected by segregating chromosomal rearrangements.

Such a pattern has been also observed in D. melanogaster,

where it has been argued that background selection (the

hitchhiking effect of deleterious mutations) is more effective

on the autosomes than on the X chromosome, because of the

lack of crossing over in male Drosophila (Charlesworth 2012).

When comparing the same X chromosome region in be-

tween pros28.1 and Yp1, levels of variability are almost the

double in nonfusion chromosomes than in X/4 (Muller’s ele-

ments A/B) fusion Xc-inverted chromosomes. This suggests

that the two regions are evolving separately. Indeed, the

survey of 14,903 bp in this region (fused1–Yp1 region), re-

vealed 119 apparent fixed nucleotide differences (including

five that encode for apparent amino acid differences) be-

tween X/4 fusion Xc-inverted and standard chromosomes

(table 1). Given the estimated polymorphism levels for X stan-

dard chromosomes, approximately 20 apparent fixations are

expected, immediately after the appearance of the Xc-in-

verted chromosomes (estimate obtained using the approach

of Vieira et al. [2001]; data not shown). All other fixations are

expected to have occurred after the appearance of the Xc

inversion. Moreover, in this region only 5% of all polymor-

phisms are shared between chromosomal types. It should be

noted that these estimates are obtained after removing se-

quences that showed evidence for rare recombination events

between the two chromosomal backgrounds (gene conver-

sion tracts). There is an excess of derived mutations in X/4

fusion Xc-inverted chromosomes because of the unique

origin of these rearrangements (table 2). Nevertheless, there

are also regions (graf and Trf4-1) where too many derived

fixed silent mutations are detected in the standard chromo-

somal arrangement (table 2). This could be an indication of

positive selection operating in these regions on standard chro-

mosomes. The Tajima’s D value for graf, when using all vari-

ants and only chromosomes with the standard chromosomal

arrangement, indicates, however, no departure from neutral-

ity (D¼+0.06; P>0.05). For Trf4-1, the Tajima’s D value,

when using all variants and only chromosomes with the stan-

dard chromosomal arrangement (D¼�1.75; P< 0.05), indi-

cates a departure from neutrality. It should be noted that for

Trf4-1 there is a derived amino acid fixed difference in the

standard chromosomal arrangement. Trf4-1 is involved in

the polyadenylation-mediated degradation of snRNAs (Naka-

mura et al. 2008). Further studies are needed to address the

possibility that positive selection is partially responsible for the

observed divergence between X/4 fusion and nonfusion chro-

mosomes in the fused1–Yp1 region.

The fused1–Yp1 region is approximately 2.9-Mb long and

thus, given the large number of fixed differences observed

between the two chromosomal arrangements, it is estimated

to harbor tens of thousands apparent fixed mutations (includ-

ing hundreds of fixed amino acid differences and mutations in

regulatory regions) between the two chromosomal back-

grounds. Therefore, it can in principle harbor the causative

mutations responsible for phenotypic differences between

Table 1

Differentiation between X/4 Fusion Xc-Inverted and Standard

Chromosomes

Gene PSa PFa Fa Sa GCT

Dpr8 1 1 (1) 0 0

nej 5 2 0 0

CG18543 17 (3) 4 (2) 3 (1) 4 1

CG18543b 21 (3) 2 (2) 3 (1) 0

para 16 18 0 4

Fused1 43 (6) 8 (5) 7 (1) 1

Rhp 15 (1) 15 0 2 1

Rhpb 16 (1) 6 0 1

CG1657 27 8 6 1

Org1 54 25 1 9 1

Org1b 62 14 6 1

Cp36 2 1 0 0

CG32632 34 4 13 0

App1 32 24 0 16 (1) 2

App1b 10 28 0 13 (1)

Or1a 74 10 20 2 2

Or1ab 67 12 28 2

Graf 18 (1) 6 (1) 10 2 1

Grafb 20 (1) 5 (1) 11 0

Nep3 55 12 16 (1) 1 1

Nep3b 49 12 17 (1) 1

CG8949 82 16 0 30 2

CG8949b 84 26 0 16

Trf4-1 27 27 (4) 13 (1) 1 (1) 2

Trf4-1b 27 12 (4) 18 (1) 1 (1)

Sp1 27 20 7 1 2

Sp1b 24 17 9 1

Yp1 14 (2) 9 4 2 (1)

Totalb 525 (13) 185 (13) 122 (6) 44 (3)

NOTE.—PS, total number of mutations polymorphic in standard chromosomes,
but monomorphic in X/4 fusion Xc-inverted chromosomes; PF, total number of
mutations polymorphic in X/4 fusion Xc-inverted chromosomes, but monomorphic
in standard chromosomes; F, fixed mutations between standard and X/4 fusion Xc-
inverted chromosomes; S, shared mutations between standard and X/4 fusion Xc-
inverted chromosomes; GCT, number of sequences showing gene conversion
tracts.

aValues in parentheses are the number of amino acid replacements.
bAfter excluding sequences showing gene conversion tracts.
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populations from the north and the south of the D. americana

distribution. It is likely that the region where significant differ-

entiation is found between the two chromosomal back-

grounds is larger than the fused1–Yp1 region.

Although levels of variability are similar at chromosome 2

(Muller’s element E) and 3 (Muller’s element D), levels of var-

iability seem to be higher for chromosome 4 (Muller’s element

B). As reported previously, variability levels for chromosome 6

(Muller’s element F) are much lower than for the remaining of

the genome (Betancourt et al. 2009), and are 7.6 times lower

than for chromosome 3.

Characterization of Levels and Patterns of Nucleotide
Variation Using Genome Data

Although the use of nucleotide sequence data from multiple

unrelated individuals from different populations across the

species distribution allows the generalization of the conclu-

sions to the whole species, it is necessarily limited to a small

fraction of the genome. Therefore, we also estimate levels of

nucleotide variability using genome data that we acquired for

two D. americana strains. These are the first genomes for this

species.

Using a de novo approach (see Materials and Methods), it

was possible to assemble the genome of the D. americana

strains H5 and W11 into 24,251 and 34,687 scaffolds, respec-

tively (table 3). In some cases, the same genome region may

be represented by different scaffolds, as the result of the as-

sembly process, likely due to polymorphism segregating

within strains, the use of short reads or both. Even a

human-curated analysis of every genome region may not be

enough to fully address this issue. For strains H5 and W11,

more than 50% of the scaffolds are larger than 28,025 and

19,358 bp, respectively, and more than 90% of the scaffolds

are larger than 11,961 and 8,256 bp, respectively. Within scaf-

folds, there are very few (<0.5%) undetermined positions. In

D. melanogaster, there are 22,509 annotated proteins (includ-

ing multiple isoforms produced by the same gene; FlyBase

version FB2010_08, released 13 October 2010). Using tblastx,

after discarding the matches with an alignment smaller than

50% of the total length of the protein, and considering as a

hit only those entries that produce an E value smaller than

1E�10, 70.2% of the annotated D. melanogaster proteins

have a hit in both D. americana genomes (15,308 hits;

fig. 2), whereas 5.8% and 6.2% show a hit only in the H5

and W11 genomes, respectively. Nevertheless, when using

the same approach, 84.1% of the annotated D. melanogaster

proteins have a hit in the D. virilis genome (18,934 hits; fig. 2).

The D. virilis genome is a high coverage genome (Drosophila

12 Genomes et al. 2007). Therefore, it seems likely that ap-

proximately 15.9% of the orthologous D. melanogaster pro-

tein-coding genes cannot be recognized using this approach.

Under the assumption that a similar fraction of genes cannot

be recognized in D. americana, it is likely that approximately

83.5% (0.702/0.841) of the D. americana genes are present in

the H5 and W11 genomes. The genome data here reported is

thus useful for most gene-centered studies. Blast searches of

the H5 and W11 genomes can be performed at http://cracs.fc.

up.pt/*nf/dame/index.html, last accessed March 26, 2013.

The assembled scaffolds can be also downloaded from this

site.

The D. americana scaffolds were aligned with the large

D. virilis scaffolds of known cytological location using Mauve

(Rissman et al. 2009), and this alignment (after removing

D. americana scaffolds that could not be aligned with the

D. virilis scaffolds) was used to estimate D. americana poly-

morphism levels, as well as, divergence levels between

D. americana and D. virilis, along chromosomes (fig. 3).

When compared with the estimates obtained from gene se-

quences data sets, the average level of variability is higher for

Muller’s elements B, D, E, and F (but not for Muller’s element

A). Such an observation suggests that intergenic regions

(poorly represented in the gene sequence data sets) are

more variable than gene regions. As expected, for all chromo-

somes, variability levels are lower near telomeres and at the

base of the chromosomes. Low variability valleys are observed

Table 2

Apparently Fixed Silent Mutations between X/4 Fusion Xc-Inverted and

Standard Chromosomes

Gene Silent

Fixations

Derived Silent

Fixations in

the X/4

Fusion Xc-

Inverted and

Standard

Chromosomesa

Expected

Number of

Silent Apparent

Fixations due

to the Single

Origin of X/4

Fusion Xc-Inverted

Chromosomesb

Corrected

Valuesc

Fused1 6 6 and 0 1.36 4.64 and 0*

Rhp 0 0 and 0 0.52 0 and 0

CG1657 6 4 and 1 0.90 3.1 and 1

Org1 6 2 and 2 2.02 0 and 2

Cp36 0 0 and 0 0.22 0 and 0

CG32632 13 6 and 6 0.97 5.03 and 6

App1 0 0 and 0 1.54 0 and 0

Or1a 28 12 and 3 2.44 9.56 and 3

Graf 11 1 and 6 0.61 0.39 and 6*

Nep3 16 9 and 4 1.80 7.2 and 4

CG8949 0 0 and 0 3.60 0 and 0

Trf4-1 17 3 and 12 0.87 2.13 and 12***

Sp1 9 4 and 2 0.93 3.07 and 2

Yp1 4 3 and 1 1.42 1.58 and 1

aThe ancestral state, when using D. virilis gene sequences as the outgroup,
could not be determined for all apparently fixed mutations between the two
chromosomal backgrounds.

bAccording to Vieira et al. (2001).
cFor the X/4 fusion Xc-inverted chromosomal background this may be an

overcorrection, because it is not possible to infer the ancestral state, when using
D. virilis gene sequences as an outgroup, for all variants that are apparently fixed
between the two chromosomal backgrounds.

*P< 0.05.

***P< 0.01.
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in Muller’s elements A and C but these do not correspond to

inversion breakpoint regions (fig. 3).

The X chromosome (Muller’s element A) shows the second

highest average divergence. In contrast to the observation

made using polymorphism data sets (discussed earlier), after

correcting for divergence, this chromosome shows the ex-

pected three-fourth reduction in polymorphism levels relative

to autosomes. It should be noted that both strains H5 and

W11 have X/4 fusion chromosomes. The observation made

above that levels of variability are higher for chromosome 4

(Muller’s element B) than for the other large autosomes is

supported by the genome data. For chromosomes 2, 3, and

5 (Muller’s elements E, D, and C, respectively), the average

variability levels are 1.1%, 1.3%, and 1.2%, respectively,

whereas for chromosome 4 it is 1.5%. Therefore, polymor-

phism levels for chromosome 4 seem to be higher than the

genome average (1.28%), possibly due to a lower average

degree of purifying selection acting on chromosome 4.

Indeed, when correcting by the average divergence level be-

tween D. americana and D. virilis, the values for these chro-

mosomes become more similar (the ratio polymorphism/

divergence is 0.19, 0.23, 0.24, and 0.21 for chromosomes

2, 3, 4, and 5, respectively). Chromosome 6 (Muller’s element

F) variability levels are at least 10.2 times lower than for the

other autosomes. This difference becomes even more signifi-

cant if polymorphism values are corrected by divergence levels

(the average is 15.5), because chromosome 6 presents the

highest divergence levels.

Divergence levels for Muller’s elements C, D, and E (chro-

mosomes 5, 3, and 3, respectively) are very similar (5.8%,

5.6%, and 6.0%, respectively), as well as, their polymor-

phism levels (1.2%, 1.3%, and 1.1%, respectively).

Knowing that D. americana and D. virilis have been diverging

for 4.1 Myr (Morales-Hojas et al. 2011), that the average

divergence and polymorphism for these chromosomes is

5.8% and 1.2%, respectively, and under the assumption

of eight generations a year (discussed earlier), an effective

population size of approximately 3.5 million individuals can

be estimated. This value is similar to the 3.6 million individ-

uals estimate obtained in the previous section using data for

chromosome 3 and silent sites only.

Recombination Rates

Genotype–phenotype association experiments are one major

tool to address the molecular basis of phenotypic variation.

The use of unrelated individuals from species that show high

historical recombination rates across its genome allows the

fine mapping of the mutations responsible for the observed

phenotypic variation. Therefore, species that show high his-

torical recombination rates are well suited for comparative

studies on the molecular basis of phenotypic variation.

Likelihood estimates of the per site recombination rate

were obtained for different regions of the genome, using

the gene sequence data sets. Regions, that a priori were pos-

tulated to have different recombination rates, such as the base

of the X chromosome (Vieira et al. 2006) or regions influenced

by chromosomal inversions (Evans et al. 2007) were treated

separately. Results are shown in table 4. The estimates ob-

tained under a constant size model and under a population

size change model are similar. Therefore, the per site recom-

bination rate estimates are not dependent on the assumption

of a constant population size. Most estimates are within the

0.56–0.69 interval. The highest per site recombination esti-

mate is obtained for the base of the X chromosome of X/4

fusion chromosomes. Nevertheless, the global estimate that is

shown is based on four gene data sets only and the estimate

Table 3

Summary Statistics for the Two D. americana Genomes

Strain H5 W11

Size (kb) 163,287 166,080

Scaffolds 24,251 34,687

Max. (bp) 229,288 135,613

Mean (bp) 6,733 4,788

Min. (bp) 200 200

N50 length (bp) 28,025 19,358

N50 1,328 1,939

N90 length (bp) 11,961 8,256

N90 4,083 5,955

GC% 40.57 40.42

Ns 732,237 641,609

Ns% 0.45 0.39

NOTE.—Size of the genome in thousand base pairs (kb), number of scaffolds,
maximum (Max), mean and minimum (Min) scaffold size in bp. N50 length is the
length of the shortest scaffold in an assembly such that the sum of scaffolds of
equal length or longer is at least 50% of the total length of all scaffolds. N50 is
the ordinal of the shortest scaffold in an assembly such that the sum of scaffolds
of equal length or longer is at least 50 of the total length of all scaffolds. The
percentage of GC content (GC%) and the number of unknown nucleotides in the
scaffolds (Ns) and the respective percentage in the scaffolds (Ns%).

FIG. 2.—Venn diagram showing the number of Drosophila melano-

gaster coding sequences that produce a hit in the D. virilis scaffolds of

known location, the H5 and W11 D. americana genomes. The D. mela-

nogaster gene annotation was obtained from FlyBase (version FB2010_08,

released 13 October 2010). We blasted D. melanogaster coding sequences

(22,509 coding sequences, including all different isoforms) against the

D. americana genomes (using tblastx with E-value lower than 1E�10 and

discarding the matches with an alignment inferior to 50%).
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FIG. 3.—Per site polymorphism estimates along Muller’s elements. The telomere is always on the left of the figure. It should be noted that the gene order

presented in the figure is that of Drosophila virilis. The location of the breakpoints of derived inversions in the americana lineage is also shown. Each yellow

dot corresponds to a polymorphism estimate using a sliding window with a width of 10,000 bp (the slide is 5,000 bp), and a minimum of 100 sites (after

excluding gapped positions). Each pink dot corresponds to a D. americana–D. virilis total divergence estimate using the same criteria. Blue dots indicate the

value of the polymorphism/divergence ratio. The average D. americana polymorphism estimate, the average D. americana–D. virilis divergence estimate and

the total number of sites analyzed is also given.
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for different gene regions from the same data set varies widely

(from 0.19 to 27.17; data not shown). Therefore, it is likely

that the global estimate does not reflect the true per site re-

combination rate for this region. The per site recombination

estimate for the base of the X chromosome of nonfusion

chromosomes is similar to that obtained for other genomic

regions. Therefore, it is conceivable that recombination is not

highly suppressed in this 2 Mb region. It is possible that there is

a slight effect of the 4ab inversion polymorphism on the levels

of recombination experienced by the base of chromosome 4.

The per site recombination estimate obtained for free 4th

chromosomes from the north of the D. americana distribution

is high but this estimate is based on two genes only. The per

site recombination estimate obtained for chromosome 6 is

based on a large number of genes (14 data sets), but it is

higher than anticipated, because this chromosome harbors

little variation (discussed earlier), and thus it is expected to

show little evidence for recombination. Nevertheless, conver-

gence could not be achieved when a model assuming popu-

lation size changes is implemented, and thus the estimate

obtained for chromosome 6 should be viewed with caution.

The best estimate is that obtained for chromosome 3 that

shows almost no inversion polymorphism in D. americana,

and that is based on 20 genes equally spaced along the chro-

mosome (the population per site recombination estimate is in

between 0.69 and 0.72 depending on the model used).

Therefore, D. americana shows high recombination levels

across the major chromosomes.

Lifespan Differences between D. americana Populations

The previously published literature shows that D. americana is

distantly related to the model species D. melanogaster, that it

is widely distributed, and that it can be easily collected and

maintained in the laboratory (see Introduction). Moreover, in

the previous sections, it is shown that D. americana presents

high levels of nucleotide variation and high historical recom-

bination rates across most of the genome, two additional

useful features when choosing a species for comparative an-

alyzes on the molecular basis of phenotypic variation.

Moreover, the two D. americana genomes that are here re-

ported, clearly speed up the analyses that are needed to ad-

dress this issue. Indeed, they allow the design of better primers

than when using the available D. virilis genome and give in-

sight into the location of D. americana SNPs and indel variation

that can be used as markers in association studies. Neverthe-

less, it remains to be shown that it shows plenty of phenotypic

variation regarding multiple phenotypic traits, and that the

chromosomal polymorphism that is segregating in natural

populations (and that may be maintained because of linkage

to locally advantageous mutations; see Introduction), is not a

problem. To get insight into the two latter issues, we per-

formed a preliminary study on the molecular basis of lifespan

differences that is presented later.

The first step of this preliminary study is to characterize the

average lifespan in different D. americana populations, to de-

termine whether there are significant differences between

populations. When performing the experiment at 25 �C

with a 12 h of light and dark cycles, the average lifespan of

D. americana individuals from the north (O population; for

males 50.3�19.6 days; for virgin females 57.4�19.6 days;

for either N¼27), center (W + HI populations; for males

67.7�17.6 days; for virgin females 67.7�20.9 days; for

either N¼23) and south (RB + CB + CI populations; for

males 64.3�15.7 days; for virgin females 78.0�15.9 days;

Table 4

Overall Maximum Likelihood Estimate of the Per-Site Recombination Rate for Different Regions of the D. americana Genome Under a Constant

Size Population Model and Under a Model Allowing for Population Size Changes

Constant Population

Size Model

(99% Lower and

Upper Confidence

Limits)

Population

Size Change

Model (99% Lower

and Upper

Confidence Limits)

Exponential

Growth Rate (g)a

Base of the standard X chromosome 0.66 (0.41–0.96) 0.86 (0.55–1.16) �55, +90

Base of the X chromosome of X/4 fusion 1.18 (0.59–2.22) 1.76 (0.75–2.88) �298, +143

Standard X chromosome (excluding the base of the chromosome) 0.56 (0.48–0.64) 0.36 (0.31–0.43) +6, +81

X/4 fusion chromosome (excluding the base of the chromosome) 0.69 (0.55–0.85) 0.63 (0.56–0.70) �8, �5

X Chromosome 0.28 (0.24–0.31) 0.30 (0.27–0.34) +13, +77

2nd Chromosome 0.69 (0.53–0.89) 0.82 (0.62–1.00) �33, +30

3rd Chromosome 0.69 (0.60–0.78) 0.72 (0.63–0.81) �7, �4

4th 4ab-inverted chromosomes 0.43 (0.31–0.59) 0.55 (0.44–0.66) �8, �5

4th Standard chromosome 0.59 (0.51–0.68) 0.85 (0.75–0.95) �3, �2

Free 4th chromosome from the north of the distribution 0.78 (0.54–1.10) 1.40 (1.13–1.72) +1,058, +1,417

6th Chromosome 0.38 (0.13–0.86) n.a. n.a.

NOTE.—n.a., not applicable.
ag is defined in the following equation, where t is time before the present: yt¼ ypresent time exp(�gt). Positive values of g indicate population growth while negative

values indicate population decline (Kuhner 2009).
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for either N¼14) populations show differences as large as

20.6 days (when comparing males from northern and south-

ern populations), and significant associations are detected be-

tween population of origin and lifespan (nonparametric

Kruskal–Wallis test; for males and virgin females P<0.005

and P< 0.01, respectively). Significant differences are de-

tected when looking at the lifespan of males from the north

and center of the distribution (nonparametric Mann–Whitney

test; P< 0.005), the north and south of the distribution (non-

parametric Mann–Whitney test; P< 0.05) but not between

the center and south of the distribution (nonparametric

Mann–Whitney test; P>0.05). The results remain significant

after Bonferroni correction for multiple testing. For virgin fe-

males, significant differences are detected when comparing

the north and south of the distribution (nonparametric Mann–

Whitney test; P<0.001), and are borderline nonsignificant

when comparing the north and center of the distribution

(nonparametric Mann–Whitney test; P¼0.051), but are non-

significant when comparing the center and south of the dis-

tribution (nonparametric Mann–Whitney test; P> 0.05). The

significant comparison remains significant after Bonferroni

correction for multiple testing. On average, at 25 �C, males

and virgin females from center and southern populations live

16.1 and 14.2 days more than males and virgin females from

the northern population, respectively. It should be noted that

not all strains are of the same age. Therefore, it could be

argued that the observed differences are due to the accumu-

lation of slightly deleterious mutations in the oldest strains.

Nevertheless, this is not the case. The short-lived northern

strains are amongst the most recently collected ones (see

Material and Methods).

To gain further insight into the lifespan differences ob-

served between males and females, as well as, when com-

paring different populations, D. americana individuals with

the typical X/4 fusion, Xc, 4ab, and 5b inversions (strain O57)

and individuals without these chromosomal rearrangements,

and thus with inversion 5a (see Introduction; strain W29),

have been crossed in both directions. The whole experiment

was carried out at 25 �C and at 18 �C, to see how temper-

ature could affect our conclusions. The results of these ex-

periments are summarized in figure 4. For any given cross

and temperature (with the exception of the W29<�W29,
cross at 18 �C), females live longer than males, and this dif-

ference is more apparent at 25 �C than at 18 �C (females live

on average from 11.3 to 17.8% longer than males at 18 �C,

and from 22.8% to 98.7% longer than males at 25 �C).

Therefore, in natural populations from the north of the D.

americana distribution, males and females may show smaller

lifespan differences than in the south of the distribution. We

also note that at 18 �C, the average lifespan is always in-

creased in comparison with the average lifespan for the

same cross at 25 �C (ranging from 2.1 to 4.0 times more

for males and 1.6 to 2.6 times more for females, depending

on the comparison being performed).

The observation that heterozygous F1 individuals have a

tendency to live more than the F0 individuals (although this

is not always the case; fig. 4) could be easily explained if lab-

oratory strains become homozygous for recessive slightly del-

eterious mutations. Therefore, in what follows we will be

comparing F1 individuals only. At 18 �C, male individuals

with the X/4 fusion, Xc, 4ab, and 5a/5b inversions live

30.3% longer than male individuals with the 5a/5b inversions.

Nevertheless, at 25 �C, male individuals with the 5a/5b inver-

sion live 17.6% longer than males with the X/4 fusion, Xc,

4ab, and 5a/5b inversions. This observation suggests that

there is a variant(s) affecting lifespan located on chromosomes

X and/or 4, a maternal (possibly mitochondrial) or a paternal

(Y chromosomal) effect. A similar pattern is observed for fe-

males. At 18 �C, females that get the X/4 fusion, Xc, 4ab, and

5b inversions from the F0 female live on average 26.4%

longer than females that obtained these chromosomal rear-

rangements from the F0 male, pointing to a possible maternal

(possibly mitochondrial) effect but such an effect is not, how-

ever, observed at 25 �C (supplementary fig. S1, Supplemen-

tary Material online shows how the survival curves, rather than

the averages, change with temperature). One possible expla-

nation is that the mitochondria from northern strain O57 are

adapted to low temperatures, although other explanations

cannot be ruled out at this moment.

F2 Association Studies

As there is significant variation regarding lifespan when com-

paring different D. americana populations, it makes sense to

proceed to a classical F2 association study. Five F2 association

studies were performed involving strains H5, W11, W46,

W29, and O57, namely H5<�W11,, W11<�W46,,

W29<�O57,, O57<�H5,, and W46<�W29,. Five mod-

erate-sized association studies were performed rather than a

single large-sized association study because our goal was to

infer the location of common variants with a large effect on

the phenotypic trait, because these are the ones that more

likely explain most of the phenotypic variation found in natural

populations. Indeed, it is likely that many genes underlie dif-

ferences in lifespan (Paaby and Schmidt 2009). The main fea-

tures of the five crosses are shown in table 5. Seven out of the

10 possible pairwise comparisons involving different crosses

are statistically significant (nonparametric Mann–Whitney U

test; P<0.05; supplementary table S5, Supplementary

Material online), although only four are significant after ap-

plying the sequential Bonferroni correction for multiple testing

(supplementary table S5, Supplementary Material online).

Associations between Lifespan and Chromosomal
Rearrangements

In D. americana natural populations, there are seven polymor-

phic chromosomal rearrangements (one fusion and six inver-

sions) that show very different frequencies in the north and
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south of the distribution (see Introduction). Therefore, it is very

likely that we have chromosomal rearrangements segregating

in the F2 crosses that we set up. To address the possible effect

of such common chromosomal rearrangements on lifespan,

using the available molecular markers for the X/4 fusion, Xc,

4ab, and 5a/5b inversions (Vieira et al. 2001; Evans et al. 2007;

Reis et al. 2008, 2011), we genotyped the F0 of all five asso-

ciation crosses, as well as, the F2 individuals from the crosses

where such chromosomal rearrangements are segregating.

There are only two significant associations between chromo-

somal rearrangements and lifespan involving the W29<�
O57, cross (male individuals that are hemizygous for the

X/4 fusion–Xc inversion and male individuals that are hetero-

zygous for the 4ab inversion live �20% longer; table 6). The

two significant associations are not, however, independent

because of the X/4 fusion. This is not unexpected, given the

results obtained in the previous section, regarding these two

strains, and points out to the presence of a variant(s) influenc-

ing lifespan in the X and/or 4th chromosomes. Nevertheless, it

should be noted that these associations are not significant

after applying the sequential Bonferroni correction for multiple

FIG. 4.—Schematic representation of average lifespan values (in days) for flies with different genomic backgrounds (progeny of crosses O57<�O57,
[NN], O57<�W29, [NT], W29<�O57, [TN], and W29<�W29, [TT]) kept at 25 �C and 18 �C. Average lifespan values inside the same box are

statistically similar (Mann–Whitney test, P> 0.05) and the distances between boxes (black lines) are proportional to the differences between the averages.

LS, lifespan.

Table 5

Lifespan Summary Statistics for the F2 Association Individuals Studied

Cross N Mean Median Range DRTNa (%)

H5<�W11, 89 54.91 51.00 22–111 +8.3

W11<�W46, 75 64.81 62.00 35–124 +27.8

W29<�O57, 87 54.59 56.00 12–105 +7.7

O57<�H5, 94 49.67 47.50 12–111 �2.0

W46<�W29, 89 46.47 49.00 13–88 �8.3

aDeviation (in percentage) relative to the D. americana Nebraska male pop-
ulation (the population with the shortest lifespan under the conditions here used;
see Results) that lived on average 50.3 days.
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testing (assuming independence between tests which is not

the case).

Candidate Gene Approach

To identify genes that may be segregating for variants that

significantly affect lifespan at the population level, we took a

candidate gene approach, taking advantage of the two

D. americana genomes here reported, to identify SNP markers

in candidate genes that could be easily followed by the use of

the appropriate restriction enzymes (supplementary table S2,

Supplementary Material online). Out of the 48 candidate

genes reported by Paaby and Schmidt (2009), we choose 21

genes (their predicted genome location in the H5 and W11

strains is shown in fig. 5), according to the following criteria:

all genes showing evidence for an association between natu-

rally occurring variation in D. melanogaster and lifespan were

included (seven genes: Catsup, Ddc, Dox-A2, Lim3, ms(2)35Ci,

stc, and tup [Paaby and Schmidt 2009]). Moreover, we looked

at evidence for adaptive amino acid variation at the Drosophila

genus level using a phylogenetic approach and the parameter

rich models M7 and M8 (supplementary table S6, Supplemen-

tary Material online). Because of difficulties in inferring orthol-

ogies in the 12 Drosophila species analyzed, the DTS-3,

hsp70Bb, and hsp70Bc genes were not analyzed. Moreover,

mth gene was not analyzed because it was found to be miss-

ing in species outside the melanogaster species group (Patel

et al. 2012). Evidence for amino acid adaptive evolution was

found for seven genes (supplementary table S6, Supplemen-

tary Material online), and these were also included in our

study. The genes showing evidence for amino acid adaptive

evolution are not those showing the highest silent site diver-

gence estimates between D. melanogaster and D. virilis, and

thus, in principle, saturation at silent sites is not an issue (data

not shown). Finally, seven randomly chosen D. melanogaster

lifespan candidate genes were selected.

Most of the variants that we decided to follow are also

segregating in crosses other than the H5<�W11, cross,

thus showing that this type of information is not useful for

crosses involving the two strains only (table 7). Even when a

single marker per candidate gene is used, as we did here, in

crosses where strains H5 and W11 are not involved, on aver-

age 36% of the markers developed are segregating. Ten (hep,

dFOXO, filamin, dilp2, Cat, SOD, PTEN, Dox-A2, Ddc, and

Lim3) out of the 21 (48%) genes studied did show a signifi-

cant association in at least one cross (one, two, three, and four

genes on chromosomes X, 2, 3, and 4, respectively; table 7).

Two genes (dilp2 and filamin) showed a significant association

in two independent crosses. Finding associations is equally

likely in every cross (Fisher exact test; after correction for mul-

tiple testing; P> 0.05). For the genes showing associations,

the difference between extreme classes ranges from 6.7 to

23.1 days, and explain in between 1.3% and 11.1% of the

total variation regarding lifespan (table 8). For the H5<�
W11, cross, in every case, the allele that is associated with

short lifespan comes from strain H5 (data not shown). When

all markers for genes showing a significant association in the

H5<�W11, cross are used, 22.4% of the lifespan variation

observed in this cross is explained (Pearson correlation coeffi-

cient¼0.558; R2
¼0.311; Adjusted R2

¼ 0.224; N¼72). It

should, however, be noted that only two associations (hep

and Lim3, both in the H5<�W11, cross) are significant

after applying the Bonferroni correction for multiple compar-

isons, and thus, only these have been further studied.

Using the D. americana H5 and W11 genomes, for genes

showing significant associations in the H5<�W11, cross

(hep and Lim3), it is possible to gain insight into whether

the putative causative mutation of the observed differences

in lifespan could be an amino acid substitution. Hep shows

four amino acid polymorphisms, although many more could

be present because this region of the genome is not well

represented in either the H5 or W11 strains. For three

amino acid polymorphisms, the derived state could be in-

ferred. There is one derived nonconservative change in

strain W11 (an Alanine by a Threonine at position 123), and

in strain H5, one derived nonconservative change (an Alanine

by a Valine at position 703) and one conservative derived

change (an Alanine by a Glycine at position 1,028). Lim3

shows three amino acid polymorphisms: two derived noncon-

servative (according to Livingstone and Barton [1993]) amino

acid changes in strain H5 (a Valine by an Alanine at position

102 and a Proline by an Alanine at position 540), and a derived

nonconservative amino acid change in strain W11 (a Proline by

a Serine at position 536).

To address possible large gene expression differences as the

reason for the observed association with lifespan, a prelimi-

nary survey of the hep and Lim3 gene expression levels was

Table 6

Associations between Chromosomal Rearrangements and Lifespan

Cross Na Average Lifespan (Days) Association

(P Value)

W11<�W46, 43 66.1 (Hemizygous X/4–Xc); >0.05

31 63.9 (Hemizygous standard)

W29<�O57, 49 58.7 (Hemizygous X/4–Xc); <0.05

35 48.7 (Hemizygous standard)

W29<�O57, 50 58.2 (Heterozygous 4ab) <0.05

35 48.7 (Homozygous standard)

W29<�O57, 22 55.5 (Homozygous 5a) >0.05

18 51.1 (Homozygous 5b)

47 55.5 (Heterozygous 5a/5b)

O57<�H5, 50 49.6 (Homozygous 4ab) >0.05

40 49.2 (Homozygous standard)

O57<�H5, 16 54.9 (Homozygous 5a) >0.05

21 51.8 (Homozygous 5b)

55 46.9 (Heterozygous 5a/5b)

aSample size.
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performed using H5 and W11 males. It could be argued that

such gene expression changes are observed in some adult

stages only, and thus, we first addressed the expression of

these genes in sets of three individuals per strain that are 0,

10, 30, and 60 days old, (fig. 6). As we have a single mea-

surement for each time point, it is impossible to determine

whether the observed differences in fold changes are statisti-

cally significant. Nevertheless, in our experiment, fold changes

are highest at day 0, and thus we addressed the expression of

these genes, using three individual males from each strain, at

day 0. No significant differences were observed when the

expression levels between the two strains are compared

(Student’s t test P>0.05; fig. 6). We cannot, however, ex-

clude the possibility of small changes in expression differences

between the strains, that can only be confidently addressed

using a much larger number of individuals per strain, several

reference genes, and multiple primers for each gene.

Discussion

Here, we show that D. americana is a suitable species for

comparative studies on the molecular basis of phenotypic var-

iation. Indeed, D. americana has been diverging from D. mel-

anogaster for at least 40 Myr (see Morales-Hojas and Vieira

[2012] for a detailed discussion) and can be easily collected

and maintained in the laboratory (see Introduction). More-

over, the estimate here reported for the average level of

silent site polymorphism (1.876%), implies an effective

population size of over 3.6 million individuals. This variability

level reflects the history of this species over a period of more

than 1 Myr, that is, approximately the time D. americana has

been independently evolving (Caletka and McAllister 2004;

Morales-Hojas et al. 2008). Therefore, there is plenty of intra-

specific genetic variation. The average recombination rates

are, as well, high for this species (see Results), a desirable

feature when performing the needed phenotype–genotype

studies.

It should be noted that in D. americana, there is no evi-

dence for marked population structure (Schäfer et al. 2006;

Morales-Hojas et al. 2008) besides that created by polymor-

phic chromosomal rearrangements. In this species, there is

one fusion and six inversions with estimated frequency

higher than 5% (X/4 fusion, Xc, 2b, 4a, 4b, 5a, and 5b

[Hsu 1952]) that could complicate the interpretation of phe-

notype–genotype association studies. Nevertheless, there are

molecular markers for the X/4 fusion, Xc, 4ab, and 5b chro-

mosomal arrangements (Vieira et al. 2001; Evans et al. 2007;

FIG. 5.—Predicted location of the 21 D. americana genes used in the F2 association studies in strain H5 and W11.
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Reis et al. 2008, 2011), and perfect markers could be devel-

oped for 4a and 5a because their breakpoint sequences have

been already determined (Evans et al. 2007; Fonseca et al.

2012).

The D. americana X/4 fusion Xc inversion is present as a

shallow cline, being frequent in the north of the geographic

distribution and almost absent in the south of the distribution

(Vieira et al. 2001; McAllister 2002). Here, we show that, at

the base of the X chromosome, in the region in between

fused1 and Yp1, there are likely tens of thousands apparent

fixations, including hundreds of apparent amino acid fixations,

and fixations in regulatory regions, between X/4 fusion Xc-

inverted and standard X chromosomes (see Results). These

mutations have accumulated over a period of approximately

0.4–1.6 Myr (Spicer and Bell 2002; Caletka and McAllister

2004; Vieira et al. 2006; Morales-Hojas et al. 2008, 2011).

As this is a highly differentiated region of the genome be-

tween individuals from the north and south of the distribution,

it can in principle harbor the causative mutations responsible

for many phenotypic differences between these populations.

McAllister et al. (2008) have already shown a correlation be-

tween local temperature and local X/4 fusion frequency.

North–south differences regarding lifespan are here re-

ported, thus further supporting the view that there is plenty

of phenotypic variation in D. americana. Clines for lifespan

have been observed in D. melanogaster as well (Paaby et al.

2010). In contrast to what has been suggested by Paaby and

Schmidt (2009), in D. americana, at 25 �C, on average, flies

from warmer places live longer than flies from colder places.

However, caution should be exercised when extrapolating re-

sults from the laboratory to the field, because, as we here

show, when the same experiment is performed at different

temperatures the relative outcome differs.

In D. melanogaster and other animals, mitochondria are

likely major regulators of longevity, although their exact role

in aging is not fully understood (Stefanatos and Sanz 2011),

and in our controlled crosses, we find some evidence for mi-

tochondrial variant(s) that seem to extend lifespan at low tem-

peratures but have no or a slight deleterious effect at higher

Table 8

Summary of the Crosses Showing Significant Associations

Gene Chr F2 Cross 0/0 1/0 1/1 DBEC R2 (%)

hep X H5<�W11, 49.0 61.8 12.8 (26.1%) 1.3

dFOXO 2 H5<�W11, 62.3 50.9 49.0 13.3 (27.1%) 10.0a

filamin 2 H5<�W11, 36.7 56.6 59.0 22.3 (60.8%) 9.3a

W29<�O57, 54.7 62.0 44.6 17.4 (39.0%) 4.3b

dilp2 3 H5<�W11, 39.8 55.3 60.9 21.1 (53.0%) 11.1

O57<�H5, 44.1 54.2 10.1 (22.9%) 8.5

Cat 3 H5<�W11, 60.4 55.1 37.3 23.1 (61.9%) 9.9b

SOD 3 O57<�H5, 45.1 54.2 9.1 (20.2%) 7.0

PTEN 4 W29<�O57, 48.7 58.2 9.5 (19.5%) 6.8

Dox-A2 4 H5<�W11, 52.0 58.7 6.7 (12.9%) 3.4

Ddc 4 H5<�W11, 51.4 59.6 8.2 (16.0%) 4.9

Lim3 4 H5<�W11, 60.6 50.0 10.6 (21.2%) 8.4

NOTE.—Chr, chromosome; DBEC, difference between extreme classes in days and in percentage (within brackets).
aAssuming that 0 is recessive over 1.
bAssuming that 1 is recessive over 0.

Table 7

Associations between Candidate Gene Markers and Lifespan

Gene Chr F2 Association Crossa

H5<�

W11,

W11<�

W46,

W29<�

O57,

O57<�

H5,

W46<�

W29,

ovo X 0.116 0.378 n.a. n.a. n.a.

hep X 0.001b 0.796 n.a. 0.543 0.490

dFOXO 2 0.018 0.473 0.828 0.728 n.a.

filamin 2 0.024 n.a. 0.015 0.758 0.508

fwd 2 0.862 0.580 n.a. n.a. n.a.

InR 2 0.864 0.593 0.618 0.425 n.a.

puc 2 0.524 0.229 n.a. 0.209 n.a.

dilp2 3 0.003 n.a. 0.985 0.011 0.185

Cat 3 0.009 n.a. n.a. 0.144 n.a.

SOD 3 0.184 n.a. n.a. 0.044 n.a.

PTEN 4 0.771 0.732 0.043 n.a. 0.413

mei-41 4 0.511 0.435 0.604 0.061 n.a.

ms(2)35Ci 4 0.124 0.984 0.644 0.159 n.a.

tup 4 0.081 n.a. n.a. 0.542 n.a.

Dox-A2 4 0.034 0.745 n.a. n.a. n.a.

Catsup 4 0.067 0.369 n.a. 0.172 0.917

stc 4 0.151 0.829 n.a. n.a. 0.405

Ddc 4 0.022 0.909 n.a. n.a. n.a.

Lim3 4 0.002b n.a. n.a. 0.431 n.a.

EF-1�48D 5 0.629 0.742 n.a. n.a. n.a.

magu 5 0.339 n.a. 0.325 0.153 0.926

NOTE.—Chr, Chromosome; n.a. crosses without allelic segregation for the se-
lected polymorphism.

aCandidate genes showing a statistically significant association (P< 0.05) are
in bold.

bSignificant after applying the sequential Bonferroni correction.
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temperatures. Nevertheless, this does not exclude the possi-

bility of the contribution of variants at nuclear genes as well.

As expected, virgin females live longer than males (Iliadi et al.

2009).

Having two assembled reference genomes greatly facili-

tates the development of markers (either anonymous or for

candidate genes) for the needed lifespan-genotype associa-

tion studies, and eases the identification of putative causative

polymorphisms. In D. americana, besides lifespan, there are

also north–south differences regarding other phenotypic

traits, such as, developmental time (as large as 2 days, at

25 �C), or the propensity to enter diapause (Vieira J., Reis

M., Vieira C.P., unpublished data), and the tools here reported

will be useful to address those traits as well.

In a preliminary study, aimed at showing the usefulness of

D. americana as a species for comparative studies on the mo-

lecular basis of phenotypic differences, five F2 association

crosses involving five different strains were performed. The

average lifespan of the F2 individuals from the five association

crosses here reported varies by as much as 39.5%. Although it

is true that the genome information here reported is most

useful for association studies involving the H5 and W11

strains, even when a single marker per candidate gene is

used, when strains H5 and W11 are not involved, on average,

36% of the markers developed are segregating. Two (hep and

Lim3) out of the 21 candidate genes for lifespan here studied

show a significant association with lifespan. Hep is necessary

for actin-cable assembly and actin-based cell process

formation in leading edge cells during dorsal closure

(Kaltschmidt et al. 2002), whereas Lim3 encodes an RNA po-

lymerase II transcription factor with the potential to regulate

gene transcription in a variety of tissues (Rybina and Pasyukova

2010).

It is conceivable that a gene in the vicinity of the candidate

gene showing association with lifespan is the one that harbors

variation that influences lifespan. Nevertheless, Lim3 is one

out of the seven D. melanogaster genes showing associations

between naturally occurring variation and lifespan (using de-

ficiency complementation tests). Moreover, both Hep and

Lim3 show nonconservative amino acid differences between

strain H5 and W11 that could be the causative mutations of

the observed lifespan differences. For both genes, no large

changes in expression levels were detected between the

two strains.

In conclusion, D. americana is an excellent species for com-

parative studies on the molecular basis of phenotypic variation.

The availability of two genome sequences greatly facilitates

such studies, as well as, other studies using this species. For

instance, D. americana can be crossed with two closely related

species, namely D. novamexicana and D. virilis (whose genome

is also sequenced). In the D. americana/D. virilis hybrids, devel-

opmental problems have been reported that could shed light

on how speciation happened (Heikkinen 1992; Heikkinen and

Lumme 1998; Nickel and Civetta 2009; Sweigart 2010a,

2010b). The availability of the genome sequence for both spe-

cies will certainly speed up such studies, as well.

FIG. 6.—Gene expression data for the two candidate genes with a significant association after Bonferroni correction in the strains H5 (dark blue) and

W11 (light blue) in sets of three individuals with different ages (a) and in three 0-day old flies from both strains (b). On the y axis is represented the normalized

expression levels (fold changes relative to RpL32) for each set (a) and the means, as well as, the SEM values obtained for the three 0-day old flies (b). Inside the

boxes is shown the fold-change value between the two D. americana strains (H5 relatively to W11) and the t test significance value (only in [b]).
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Supplementary Material

Supplementary tables S1–S6 and figure S1 are available at

Genome Biology and Evolution online (http://www.gbe.

oxfordjournals.org/).
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